New, Cost Effective Intranet and
Calendaring Solution for Small
Business and Project Teams Designed
for Users of All Skill Levels
From Individual Users and Up to 100 Person Businesses, an Intuitive, FeatureRich Intranet Saves Time, Improves Productivity, and Optimizes Collaboration
DETROIT, Mich., Feb. 3 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — edge14, LLC (edge14.com), has
announced the availability of their easy to use Tofu Intranet and Calendaring
web based application. This highly innovative and intuitive software service
allows small businesses, project and research teams, and even individuals and
families to have the same file and information sharing benefits as large
corporations at a fraction of the cost and complexity.

While most intranets require a dedicated team of software engineers and
company servers to host the internal company website, Tofu’s easy to use
software is hosted online and supported by an expert staff of engineers that
designed the application from the ground up. This level of support, combined
with no on-site server or software requirements, allows small business and

individuals to focus their efforts and resources on their tasks while the
Tofu team ensures they receive quality and reliable service.
Tofu offers usability enhancements such as double-clicking to edit, draggingand-dropping items on a page for repositioning, calendar alerts via email or
text messaging to your mobile phone, and even a first to market feature
called LaterList. LaterList allows users to store web site addresses for
later viewing, in an easy to find page that is actively managed by Tofu. With
more and more research being done online, the LaterList functions as a great
place to store that information.
The price plans are tailored to meet the needs of each target market and
maintain cost effectiveness. Some of the most popular plans include the FREE
plan for individual users, the $5/month individual user plan that includes 5
GB of storage, and the small business plan of $18/month for up to 10 users
and 15 GB of storage. The most cost effective plan is the $84/month business
plan for up to 100 users and 50 GB of storage for only 84 cents/user!
Company co-founder Mauricio Gomes says, “The unique aspect
that it allows customers of all technical levels to easily
create, edit, and maintain pages allowing for an increased
participation that will truly fulfill the intranet promise
productivity.”
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The application offers SSL, the same technology used by banks and online
retailers, ensuring all company data and research information is kept
confidential as users communicate and interact with the servers. In addition,
all plans receive unlimited pages and folders for customer flexibility, page
sharing and permissions setting allowing project teams to work closely
together and share important information, and all plans provide user status
updates making Tofu ideal for virtual teams that rely on remote
communications to stay in touch.
About edge14, LLC
The company was co-founded by Mauricio Gomes, a user of similar online
services, whom was not satisfied with the service level and prices of
existing solutions in the marketplace. Along with his hand picked colleagues,
the team spent more than 10 months developing and testing Tofu so it could
realize his vision of offering a cost effective solution, filled with easy to
use, intuitive features, while providing friendly and responsive customer
support on quality issues and feature requests.
For more information on the product, or to order online, visit
www.tofuapp.com.
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